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Abstract. Using is a tribe that exists only in Banyuwangi. Using ethnic majority living area of coastal fishermen. Using tribal fishing communities have a habit as the society in general, they work to meet their needs. This research aims to study the correlation between tribal fishermen Using the simple accounting process using an ethnographic approach. The uniqueness of this study is to find a correlation between the Using tribal fishing culture with modern accounting theory. This study uses a qualitative method based ethnography. Data obtained from respondents and documents Using the tribe. Analysis of the data using the method of triangulation data. The findings from this study, Using tribal fishermen have standards that are passed from generation to generation. In economics and accounting activities of the day - rate fishermen Using applying the conceptual framework of principles of conservatism, agency theory, recording cash basis and CSR are realized with Pethik Laut.
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1 Introduction

Banyuwangi is a district located in the eastern end of the Java island that has a variety of cultural and natural resources. Banyuwangi has a native tribe called Using tribes. The natives of this Banyuwangi spread across several districts in Banyuwangi, Using tribal communities profession depends on the neighborhood, to those who reside coastal areas such as the area Blimbingsari, Muncar, and Banyuwangi mostly fishermen.

Fisherman is a person whose livelihood is fishing (UU. No. 45 of 2009). Those that describe the fisherman is a person who is actively doing work in fishing operations or take advantage of other marine resources [1]. As society in general, Using tribal fishermen work daily to generate income to meet daily needs - today and investment [2]. As accounting principles, any income should be balanced with the financing, spending and investment. Accounting is economics that contain other disciplines such as mathematics, management, and planning.

Accounting can serve as a medium for the financial statements in the input, process and output will be a guide in acting for the parties concerned. The result of accounting is representative of the actual situation and should be maintained Objectivity with evidence based on accounting transactions and formal guidelines.

A paradigm states that there are fundamental differences in financial accounting in a small scope and accounting in the business cycle. Whereas in the preparation of financial statements
there are several environmental and cultural influences. For this reason, this research will be examined at the accounting level of fishermen *Using* in terms of ethnography.

Ethnographic research can also be used in exploring and describing the accounting life in the midst of social interaction. Ethnographic research not only observing human behavior, but also interpret the behavior that can be framed in the scientific life of accounting. Based on this background, this study will examine how applying accounting *Using* ethnic groups in everyday life starts from the process until the output and the level of compliance with accounting methods.

2 Literature Review

2.1 *Using* Tribal Fishermen

*Fisherman* is a person whose livelihood is fishing (UU. No. 45 of 2009). Those that describe the fisherman is a person who is actively doing work in fishing operations or take advantage of other marine resource [3]. *Using* tribal fishermen is an *Using* tribe society who works as a fishermen, and they trust and preserve *Using* tribe culture in their activity [4].

2.2 *Using* Tribe

*Using* tribal history began when the fall of Majapahit, the start of the war Paregreg and growth of Islamic kingdom in Java. Blambangan be part of the kingdom of Majapahit kingdom since 1295 until 1527 [5]. After the fall of Majapahit by the Malacca sultanate, empire Blambangan be stand-alone. However, within two centuries, between the years 1546 - 1764, the kingdom was subjected conquest Blambangan surrounding kingdoms. The seizure of power is what affects the occurrence of migration, displacement royal capital and the emergence of new settlements. They evacuated to different places, to the slopes of Mount Bromo (Tengger), Bali, Blambangan (*Using* tribes) who we now know as Banyuwangi.[6]

2.3 Accounting

Accounting is one area of economics that it contains other disciplines such as mathematics, management and planning. In accounting science disciplines is more frequently used is about making the financial statements. The financial statements of the financial information presented and prepared by the management of a company to the internal and external parties that contains all the business activities of an entity the which is one of accountability and communication management tools to Reviews those in need.

2.4 Ethnography

Ethnography or ethnographic, means describe or depict the life of a community or nation. Ethnography is an anthropologist job in describing and analyzing the culture, Whose game objective is to understand pastures (knowledge) and its relationship to daily life (behavior) in order to get a view about "world" communities studied. Additionally, ethnography can contribute guided cultural ties in the social sciences in order to describe in detail the theories natives.

3 Research Methodology

This type of research used in this study is a qualitative research, with due consideration to deal with the fact multiple serving directly the nature of the relationship between Researchers and informants, and this method is more sensitive and more able to adjust to a lot of
sharpening effect along with patterns of value faced. Qualitative research does not have a pure method hers so take advantage of Semiotics, narrative analysis, phonemic event statistics. The methods and approaches used can be various kinds ranging from phenomenology, hermeneutics, feminism, deconstructionism, ethnometodology, psychoanalysis, ethnography, participant observation. Our Obtained Data is based on triangulation of data items, namely direct observation, study literatur, in-depth interviews, and focus group discussions. The data processing techniques are data reduction, data display and analysis, conclusion drawing and verification [7].

4 Results and Discussion

Using a tribal fisherman communities living in coastal areas such as Muncar, Blimbingsari, and Banyuwangi which works by utilizing the natural resources of the sea. As society in general, Using tribal fishermen work to finance their daily needs[8]. As each accounting principles must be balanced with financing income, expenses and investments. Using tribe has applied the accounting principles with their interpretation of its own and has been applied down - to become a cultural generations [9].

4.1 Application of Accounting Theory on Using tribe Fishermen

4.1.1 Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework is a system that is interconnected and consists of objectives and basic concepts are interrelated, which became the basis for the establishment of a consistent standard, determining the nature, function, and limits - the limits of accounting and financial statements. Using tribal fishermen using the theory of a conceptual framework to define their rules and accounting standards, which consists of the application of the principle of conservatism, agency theory, recording on cash basis, assess the LIFO inventory method, and implement Corporate Social Responsibility are relized by Pethik Laut

4.1.2. Conservatism

Conservatism principle is a principle which states that the company in carrying out the functions of their business activities shall be careful - careful, to avoid errors in both operational and decision-making [10]. Conservatism can also be interpreted as a behavior that anticipates profits and anticipate all possible losses. Using tribal fishermen interpret this by trusting their conservatism na’as day. Na’as day is a day believed to be the bearer of bad luck, so the fishing communities Using the tribe would avoid these days, in a way not to go to sea. Using tribal fishermen generally believe that day na’as occur every Tuesday and Friday. Using tribal fishermen also believe na’as day in every month, as shown bellow.

Table 1. Na’as Day Schedule in Every Month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Java’s Islamic Months</th>
<th>Na’as Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramadhan, Syawwal, Dzulqa’dah</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dzulhijjah, Muharram, Shafar</td>
<td>Saturday and Sunday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabí’ul awal, Rajab, Sya’ban</td>
<td>Wednesday and Thursday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabí’ul Akhir, Jumadil Awal, Jumadil Akhir</td>
<td>Monday and Tuesday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3. Agency Theory

Agency theory is a theory that explains the relationship between the owner of the company (shareholders) and management manager [11]. In this theory, the manager called the
agent management, while the owner of the company called the principal[12]. This theory arises when business owners employ others to manage its business.[13]

Using tribal fishermen to apply this theory in their business activities. The owner of the boat or fishing skipper (Principal) will employ fishermen who do not have a boat or fishing boat called fishermen Pandega (agent) [14]. Profit sharing is usually done with a ratio of 50:50.

4.1.4. Recording Using a Cash Basis
Cash basis accounting is a method of recording transactions, where the transaction occurred recently recorded after the cash has been received or issued. [15]. Using tribal fishermen apply the cash basis method of recording and managing their finances. Using tribal fishermen usually deduct the cash balance on their records when they use it to pay expenditure, and add their current cash balances earn revenue from fish catches.

4.1.5. LIFO Inventory Method
LIFO, or Last in first out is an inventory valuation method in accounting. This method means that the value or price of the last supplies entered is first recorded as cost of goods sold. [16] Using Tribe fishermen rate using this method in determining the cost of their sales. Using tribal fishermen will use the recent market price in selling the fish catch.

4.1.6. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Corporate Social Responsibility is a concept that an operation unit having various forms of responsibility towards all stakeholders, in all aspects of the like economic, social, and environmental [17]. CSR also defined as a company’s contribution to the goals of sustainable development by impact management (minimize the negative impacts and maximize the positive impacts) for all stakeholders [18].

Using tribal fishermen to apply Corporate Social Responsibility through Pethik Laut [1]. Pethik Laut is a marine ceremonial presenting sesaji for the sea, as the gratitude of the catches of the fish were abundant, as well as for safety in their business. Pethik Laut commonly carried out at the beginning of the count of Java, or the Muharram month.

5 Conclusion

Basically accounting is applied science in business management and economics. Not only the formal business, accounting is also applicable in daily activity. Fisherman Using tribal communities is one example of how accounting is applied in everyday life - their day, by their interpretations, which became their culture.

Cultures that is their interpretation of the theories of the existing accounting, must continue to be preserved, in order to remain a richness of Indonesian culture. The younger generation should Using parts together - equally determined to preserve the remains of the culture of their ancestors.
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